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**ABSTRACT**

Although *wayang kulit* is one of the oldest and most respected performance traditions in Java, conventional all-night performances are rarely watched by young, urban spectators. However, a group of innovative *dalang* (puppeteers) such as Enthus Susmono, Catur “Benyek” Kuncoro and the late Slamet Gundono devised new performances, collectively described as *wayang kontemporer* [contemporary wayang], that re-ignited an interest in the tradition among younger people. Working together with visual artists, writers and theatre directors, the *dalang* created performances where the conventions of *wayang* were interwoven with hip hop music, complex stage machinery, digital media and everyday objects. The traditional stories were also combined – and sometimes replaced – by narratives that emerged from topical events. Through these controversial interventions, the artists addressed a wide range of positions towards sociocultural change in Indonesia. This talk will present an overview of the key aspects of these performances, offering an interpretation of what they say about contemporary Java. The full research project can be accessed at wayangkontemporer.com.
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